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President’s Message
Annual meeting
The annual meeting and elections will be
held at 8pm April 10th in the clubhouse.
The board will present a budget and new
and old business will be discussed. If you
have any questions or comments about your
club this is a good place to take them.
Friends of the NRA
This year the friends of the NRA banquet
will not be held in the clubhouse. The banquet will be held at the Nile Country Club,
Saturday April 27th 5:30 pm. The Nile
country club is located at 6601 244th St SW
Mountlake Terrace. Our club has received
many dollars from the friends of the NRA.
The board of directors request that all club
members join the NRA.

many meetings in Olympia we were told that
gun clubs need to have a known face in Olympia. This committee is needed more now than
at any time in the clubs history. If you are interested and have the political skills needed to
represent our club and the shooting sports
please contact any board member or range
master. A short outline of your back ground,
training and qualifications would be very helpful.
John Conderman

Roy Is Retiring

Olympia field trip
This past month Dan Barton, Russ Felch
and Ken DeLeone attended meetings and
observed testimony to the Senate. There
have been many clubs and gun owners who
have spent many hours talking to our elected officials. Senate bill 5831 was the outcome of their work. Senator Pam Roach
saw the need for sportsman, hunters, clubs
and land owners to work together to have a
unified voice in Olympia. The Washington
Sportsmen’s Caucus has been the outcome.
Our club has joined and now communications are flowing like mad. The power of
the Caucus is our voice represents many
thousand voters. In Olympia numbers are
the name of the game.
Almost warm and dry
As the weather dries out and warms a bit it
is time to pick up and clean up our club.
Members who shoot on range #1 should
start picking up the trash boards down
range and clean up the area behind the
benches. This area is the sole responsibility
of members.
Legislative chairman
It has been some time since our club has
had a legislative chairman. During our

Rangemaster Roy Stephenson is retiring after
24 years of employment with the club. A long
second career after retiring from the Las Vegas
police force. Shown here with Rangemaster
Ann and Cashier Jazzmine at a small party
thrown in his honor. He is moving to Oregon to
fish and be closer to his son. We will miss him.

SAFETY IS JOB ONE!
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Board Meeting
Minutes

The Board has changed its policy and
will be publishing their minutes after
they have been read and approved at the
next meeting. So the March Board
minutes will be published in the next
newsletter.

Rimfire
Position
Rifle
Smallbore Rifle League Report
This article reports on the WCW teams
participating in the 2013Puget Sound
Riflemen’s Association (PSRA) Winter
League for weeks 6 through 8 of competition ending March 12. The league is
formed from 9 teams from clubs based
at Cascade, West Seattle and the WCW.
This year we are shooting on the conventional smallbore target.
The WCW is fielding two teams, the
Skunks and Wild Mink. Averages (out
of 400 possible) are listed below:
Skunks
The Skunks finally got on the board,
scoring a win over the Cascade Young
Guns. Their record after 8 weeks is
1win and 6 losses (including one bye).
In most of these matches the Skunks
shot well but were overwhelmed by
their opponent’s hot shooting and handicap. Averages for their first 7 matches
are:
Jeff McGee
Arnie Graham
Ernie Snyder
Dan Graham
Susan Graham
Rob Hill
Jon Olson
Laura Olson
Evan Olson

389.14
384.67
375.14
372.00
355.29
340.25
337.00
320.00
314.40

Wild Mink
The Wild Mink continued on their hot
streak, winning 3 matches, posting a
record of 7 wins and 1 loss. This puts
the Wild Mink in a tie for first place
with Cascade. Averages for their first 8

Orientation

matches are:
Emma Carey
Matthew Zoba
Alan Carey
Paul Zoba
Brien McCrea
David Somers
Ron Newton
Geoff Dirks
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392.86
391.43
373.00
365.00
357.88
336.60
318.50
306.00

Individual Awards
Individual awarded weekly by class. Individual award winners from WCW are
listed below:
Jon Olson-MK
Paul Zoba-EX
Evan Olson-MK
Alan Carey-EX
Ron Newton-MK

344
382
330
377
343

Range Committee
Pistol
The 69 Annual Spokesman-Review Indoor Pistol Postal League has been completed. And we are the big winners!
The Wildlife Committee of WA Team
#1 came in 1st overall and 1st Class A
with a ten week score of 11563. Our
Team #2 came in 3rd overall and 3rd
Class A with a ten week score of 11275.
Since the way this postal is run, our top 4
shooter of the week become the Team #1
and our next four shooters become our
Team #2. The very best that Team #2
could do is 2nd. So our 5th, 6th, 7th, and
8th place shooters as a team beat all the
other teams competing in this event except the crew at West Seattle who came
in in 2nd place. This year there were 75
teams that started and 72 teams that finished, from all over the nation.
Gordon Buttke was our best shooter for
this year’s event, scoring 2901. Jessica
Jordan was our best junior shooter setting a new junior female record of 2609
to go with her new match record of 272.
Congratulations! Results are posted.

The following new member applicants attended Orientation this month and received
their membership cards:
Rodney and Sharon Badger
Christopher and Janelle Cass
Petros Christophilois
Clark and Jeri Combs
Rick and Jean Curtin
Martin Dahl
Matt Detmon
Jeffrey Dome
Richard and Stephanie Hoverson
Marcus Ingrum
Erick and Kerry Johnson
Daniel Jones
Glenn and Theresa Kaleta
Dan Kellogg
Stren and Carina Lea
Andrew LeBlanc
Troy and Tana Lehman
Ping Look
Kevin Malliris
Mark and Alison McCallister
Mackenzie McGehee
Mark Messer
Ron Mineo
Benjamin and Darey Monti
Anthony and Susan Morrissey
Josh and Annie Owen
Hans Paulsen
Tammy and Jory Prather
John Rawlings
Steven Robinson
Milton and Jo Schneider
Jeffry and Jennalee Secrist
Tobias Shiner and Diana Hill
James and Alana Simon
Alan Slothower
Tonya and Ian Standaert
Matt and Jennifer Standish
Jeremy Stoltz and Sinenart Riensuwarn
Jerry Sweet
Joe and Jennifer Walters
Thomas Warren
Jeremiah Whitehall
Lucas Whitehall
Brian Wixson
Welcome to the club.

The next big pistol event will be our
annual air pistol league. We will put up
the reel in/out target carriers in the
Clubhouse the day after the Annual
Meeting and will shoot every Thursday
evening from 7-9pm through the end of
June. This is a great way to improve
your pistol marksmanship and to practice the basics of slow-fire.
Vic Alvarez
Pistol Coach
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2013 Wally Siebert Benchrest Match
This was our eighth year of our annual Siebert Shoot which may have had just a little bit more significance since
Wally Siebert’s passing last year. Wally was one of the old time NW Benchresters, whose specialty was optics. He
started bumping scopes up in power many years ago and was instrumental in the development of the high power
scopes used in today’s Benchrest. A lot of people don’t realize that the Northwest has played a large part in the
history of Benchrest shooting, and Wally
certainly has a place in that history.
Turnout was good with most of the available
benches taken, and it sure was a beautiful day!
Sunny skies, warm temps and low to moderate
winds made for a very pleasant day on the
range. The morning saw pretty much a trigger
pulling contest at 100 yds. A little wind was
present at times but was easily managed by most
of these guys. Over half the shooters had
“stayed clean” at 100 yds, (dropped no points)
and X counts were starting to look like the range
record might be in reach…
But of course the 200 yd portion of this shoot is
almost always another story! After our lunch
break a scan of the field of wind flags showed
things had picked up a bit! Wind speed had
increased and the direction of the flow was
definitely more mixed than in the morning. Add to that shooting twice as far and things quickly become much more
challenging! Points started dropping left and right! When the smoke cleared no one made it through this shoot
without dropping at least a point or two, and that range record will stay in place for one more year at least!
It sure wouldn’t surprise me to see range
records start falling for our score shoots in the
years to come. We have seen the emergence of
the 30BR cartridge at Kenmore and the
advantage on target of the bigger diameter
bullet is obvious. In score shooting if you
catch the outside of the target ring with the
bullet hole it still counts the same as if you hit
inside the ring. So the wider the bullet hole the
more chance you have of catching the edge of
the ring or X. The problem with this bigger
bullet idea is that it has been hard to come up
with a cartridge that shoots as accurately as
the tried and true 6PPC, and bigger bullets
mean more recoil to deal with. The 30BR has
pretty much solved these problems shooting
light (115 gr) 30 caliber bullets in a necked up
6BR case and using slow twist barrels. (1 in
18” twist) Accuracy has been superb and with the light bullets and the 13.5 lb rifles allowed for this type of shoot
recoil is manageable. Are we coming to a time when a 30BR is necessary to be competitive in our score shoots? (we
will see)
Ted Larson has been working with the 30BR. He bought some 30 caliber bullet dies and has been making his own
bullets that have been working very well. I noted in an earlier report that he looked like the favorite to win the Wally
shoot this year, and I was right! Ted came out on top in this very competitive shoot, dropping only one point all day
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for a winning score of 499-27x! Ted used a Kelbly Panda actioned rifle, Krieger barrel smithed by himself, and
Leupold scope. Great job Ted!
There was not a lot of distance between the
top shooters in this match, and it was mostly
decided by X count. Here are the top five…
1st Ted Larson 499-27x
2nd Jeff Lewis 499-25x
3rd Johnny Johnson 499-23x
4th Jeff Yost 499-22x
5th Doug Schwind 498-12x

Ted Larson

The Wally shoot has over the years turned into
a bit of a money shoot. It never hurts
competition to be able to take home some cash
if you do well! We also have cash prizes
drawn by bench number so even if you have a
bad day at the bench you might still get the
luck of the draw. This year we also had drawn
prizes donated by Jeff Lewis’s print shop and
Graham Wind Flags.

All in all another enjoyable Siebert Shoot! Thanks to everyone who helped out. This one seemed to move along
pretty smoothly due to those efforts!
This marks the beginning of our regular BR season here at Kenmore and from now on all will count toward our
“Shooter of the Year” award. Our next shoot will be April 13th. Hope to see you there!
For more info contact Rick Graham at (206) 214-6484 or rgart@zipcon.net

CMP/Highpower Rifle
March 17, 2013
NRA 50 Shot High Power Match
In my view there was a good turn out for
the first high power shoot of the season,
Orin Humphries opined otherwise. 10
registered for the event, which included
this humble correspondent as Master
Chief Humphries was on the range to
run the show. Thanks Orin! A special
thanks to Jeff McGee as well. He arrived early and was anxious to get going.
Jeff did the impact area walk to make
sure there were no big rocks and set up
all the targets and firing point numbers,
while Orin handled registrations. Other
regulars were expected yet there were
reports that some had a bug and all that
were in attendance appreciated them

staying home with their bug.
The Graham family was out in force.
Brothers Arnold and Dan squared off in
a duel of the X-rings using the battle
instrument that won World War II – the
venerable M1 Garand. Dad Gerald was
on hand to make sure things were under
control. Actually, I think the rifles
were his and he was just making sure
they were properly attended to.
Dan was using vintage ammunition as
well, Lake City 1953. Every round
loaded went bang and put a hole in the
paper, some in the X ring. I won’t tell
you who won out the Graham brother
match; you will have to check match
bulletin posted on range 1. No matter
the score, I am sure there will be a rematch in the coming months.
Service rifles were prevalent for the
event. Of the 10 shooters, only 2 were
using match rifles, both on AR platforms. In the match rifle category Jeff
McGee was present and there were no

comments on having a shot out barrel,
apparently one has arrived not that it
mattered. So per usual Jeff demonstrated mastery with a 495 – 23X and as
usual was the match winner. Murray
Hackett believed he had some mechanical issues yet brought up the rear in the
match rifle group with a respectable
353 – 1X.
In the service rifle category there were
several Garands in use. Bryan Wixson
knocked off the dust on one of the
club’s CMP Garands and getting his
Garand operational checkout paper
from Orin. Russell Parr turned in the
top service rifle score with an AR service platform firing a smoking hot 472
– 37X. More X’s than Jeff’s match
rifle? What’s up with that? I suppose
that we will have to see at the next
match on April 21, and you will have to
read about in the May newsletter!
George G. Smith
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eral public this day as always, so if you
just want to shoot a line or two, without
competing you can.

Spring is here! It’s warming up, I know
I can’t wait to be able to shoot in short
sleeves.
At last month’s committee meeting we
had a great turn out. Those that came to
the meeting thank you, you are always
welcome.
Youth Shotgun high scorer was LUCAS GEROW a first year shooter followed by MATT WILLIAMS and then
STEPHEN PEARCE, both 3rd year
shooters. BAILEY FJELSTUL was the
High Lady shooter followed by first
year shooter RILEY GEROW, sister of
Lucas. Fourteen shooters finished the
10 classes spread out over 21 weeks and
we had the highest average scores ever. They shot 3 classes of 16 yard singles, 3 classes of Continental, and 3
classes of 5-Stand. The last class was
their choice and again they chose to
shoot 5-Stand. After the second week
they were encouraged to shoot a second
shot at chips so sometimes scores of 29
and 30 were posted. Great bunch of
kids and all are very safe shooters!
The Continental Trap League has
drawn to a close for 2013. Team WCW
came in second place in affiliated teams
and fifth place overall out of the fourteen teams that competed this year. The
top five shooters from WCW were
Bruce Hargin, Scott Ray, Bill Boettner,
Daniel Oliver, and Greg Miner. Also,
Scott Ray won second place in class A.
Daniel Oliver won second place in junior class. Bill Boettner won first place in
veterans class, and he also won the perpetual trophy. Good going team WCW!
Spring leagues will be starting soon. Be
watching the board at the shotgun range
for more information.
Coming Events:
Paralyzed Veterans shoot, May 4th.
Anyone can participate in this shoot,
and that includes the young folks. It
supports a worthy cause, and is a lot of
fun. The range will be open to the gen-

We are looking for sponsor and donations,
shotgun related items or funds to support
the event will be appreciated.
May 18th is our annual PITA Shoot.
You need to be a PITA member to compete in this event. Annual membership fee
for PITA is reasonable. Check out their
web site for details and for more information about PITA: www.shootpita.com.
The range will be closed to public shooting during this event.
June 15th is the Ladies Shoot.
As I said last month, LADIES ONLY.
This event is designed for women who
would like to learn basic shotgun skills, or
improve their scores, without men present.
The Day will include: Meals, Classroom
Instruction in gun safety and shotgun
shooting, Range demonstrations shooting
16 yard trap, with a few surprises throughout the day.
Cost $50, cover ammunition, target, instruction, eye and ear protection and
meals. Pre-registration and payment is
required. The event is limited to 21 ladies, so sign up quick!
If any of you ladies would like to participate or help out with this event contact Pat
Webster, 206-783-9994 or Email: patonpost1@msn.com.
Muzzle Loading Shotgun Day.
July 28th we will be doing some muzzle
loading shotgun shooting. This is an elegant if not time consuming way to shoot
trap. If you have a muzzle loading shotgun, come out and shoot. If you’re interested come by and talk with the shooters,
they love to share information about their
hobby.
The range will be open to the general public for shooting.
We are looking for volunteers for all these
events. Scoring (we will train), cleaning
the traps between squads and food service
etc. Be part of the action and help out!
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If you would like more information or
would like to help with any of the above
listed events, feel free to contact me at
the email listed below, or talk to the
Range Masters at the Shotgun range.
Don’t forget that the 1st and 3rd
Mondays are Members only nights at the
Shotgun Range.
Shotgun Committee meetings are on the
1st Monday each month. All members are
encouraged to attend and see what it’s all
about..
FUN &SAFE SHOOTING!
Wayne Clapper
wwclapper@comcast.net

Firearms
Education
Committee

Basic Rifle class on 23 – 24 February
was led by Bob Rye, with assistance
from Ron Skinner and Allan Schneider.
They awarded NRA Basic Rifle Certificates to 10 new rifle shooters.
Nine students attended the 2 March
First Steps Shotgun class, to learn about
shotguns and shotgun shooting. Phil
Murray, George Smith, and Doug Peterson provided the instruction for this
class.
John Marler, Terry Denton, Doug Peterson, and Ron Newton presented the
lessons and line coaching for the class
on the following weekend. Nine students became new pistol shooters at
this class, on 9 – 10 March.
Our most recent class was Home Firearms Safety, on 16 March. Mike
McNeff, Glenn Stinson, and Allan
Schneider presented certificates to ten
students who successfully learned basic
firearms safety.
Our next Instructor Training Course is
scheduled for 21 – 23 June. This is a
good chance to learn how to pass on
that knowledge you’ve spent your
shooting career gaining. Give us a call,
we would be glad to see you there.
Martin Morehouse
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Archery

Committee

All
Hey the weather is starting to turn for
the better so it’s time to get out and
blow the dust off the bows! Sweet summer days are ahead.
So I’m emailing all to get the 3d shoot
organized. Last year a few people did
the majority of the work getting the 3d
set up and ready to go. I can do that
again. It is too much work for a few
people to take care of. I have a list of 7
things that have to happen before we
can put on the shoot this year. I will list
them. There needs to be at least 3 people teams on each task to sign up and
take care of it.
If you can help great, it is greatly appreciated. If you can’t thats ok. I don’t
want to try to brow beat anyone into helping if you can’t. So listed are the
"got to happen's"
1) Patch targets: pull them out repair
and paint. Can be done over several
weeks inside the club house back by the
lockers. needed-Team of 3 Darian C,
Ben
2) New trail at shot gun start.: Ken and i
will have a look and flag new start.
CAN ONLY BE DONE WHEN SHOT
GUN IS CLOSED Ken D - Jeff L
CLOSED TO OTHERS
3) Weed whack trails the month of
June : weed whackers and safety gear
provided. Can be done any time but
closer to the day of the shoot the better.
4) Organize / set up shotgun: Can only
be done when shotgun is closed! Must
let range master know set up is going
on. Can be done up to a month ahead of
the shoot. needed-Team of 3
5) Organize / setup pond : Can be done
up to a month before shoot. Needed team of 3
6) Organize / set up the friday before

shoot: This is the biggy. We have maps
with what goes were but new shots are
encouraged! This is the set up of the walk
thru course. I would like the team to meet
the week before to walk the course and
know the shots before the set up. Needed
- team of at least 10 the friday before
shoot.
7) Take down team for walk thru : Get the
targets out of the walk thru and bag targets
back up. Needed - 5 people team Darin
C,
So if you can help sign up for what you
can do and coordinate with the others that
have signed up to work as a team. I will
put the sign up sheet in the flat range left
cargo container. (email me to please)
Thanks to everyone that has helped in the
past! Without your hard work the 3d
shoots would never have happened .
Jeff LeMoine

Range Committee
Range Committee
Reminder: Range Committee meetings
will be returning to the Chalet through
the rest of the year.
Youth Rifle
Our match this month hosted 25 young
shooters competing with 19 Kenmore
youth.. In six classifications Kenmore
placed 2 firsts, 2 seconds and 3 third
places.
Jack Giuliano

Annual meeting
april10
Come to the annual meeting
of the club….election of
Board members ….budget
….awards….reports
….recognitions….food.
8:00PM Clubhouse

April 2013

Bits and Pieces
The ballots have gone out and must be
returned before the start of the Annual
Meeting to be counted.
Please take the time to mark your ballot
and send it in. Remember you only get
one ballot sent to your address. You
can mail it back or bring it in to the
Range Office or the Annual Meeting.
Show the volunteer directors that you
appreciate their hard work by turning in
a ballot.
Vic

Donations
We receive many donations during the
course of a year …..and we are very
grateful. While we are not a charity
and donations are not charitable contributions for tax purposes, all donations are put to work improving the
facility and its operations. This month
we received:
$250 Donations
Gregory Keehr
$65 Donations
James Hearldson
$25 Donations
Harlow Cody
Steve Tollefson
$20 Donations
Scott Houle
$15 Donations
Patsy Huntington
David Lewontin
David Rodriguez
Matt Russell
Rod Russell
$5 Donations
Gavin Cohrs
Monty Koschene
Thanks!
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Vice-President’s Message
Once again I have been asked to stand
in for our president and address our
membership. Here it is April and with
daylight savings time our range hours
have been extended. By the time this
publication reaches you we may be already running our summer schedule.
Daily closures of all member and public
gun ranges are dusk or 7PM. Shotgun
and public pistol range hours remain the
same. Archery members with special
use permit privileges can use the lighted
flat range to 10 PM. Member archers
without special use privileges must also
follow the public closure at dusk or
7PM. Remember leave the gate as you
found it.

nalize all private firearm sales precursor
of Universal firearm registration.

WCW annual meeting
On April 10th at 8PM in the clubhouse
we will have our annual membership
meeting. At this time we will hold the
election of Board Officers and Trustees
for the next fiscal year. We will also
present this year’s budget for review
and approval, and inform our members
of club projects completed this year and
those projects that are planned for the
future. Deserts and drinks will be provided.

It’s this kind of representation by elected
officials, that obviously know how to protect ourselves better than we do, that enforces the idea that every responsible gun
owner in the nation should be a member
of the NRA. Support the organization that
fights for your 2nd Amendment freedom
rights. Join today Thanks. The good
news is all these bills are dead on arrival
however we must remain vigilant until
April 28th when our” leaders” go home
and can do us no further harm.

DOR meeting in Olympia
Board members Russ Felch, Dan Barton
and I represented WCW at a recent Senate Ways And Means meeting in Olympia. The meeting was a result of a State
tax audit conducted on several of the
State’s largest gun clubs. The meeting
was well attended by several representatives of the larger clubs along with the
NRA who spoke to the unfair State
practice of double taxation on the purchase and sale of Clay birds. Apparently
the Dept. of Revenue does not seem to
consider double taxation as a problem.
Go figure. Stay tuned for further developments.

The new range master you see in our rifle
Pistol office is former Cpl Ryan Mayfield.
Ryan comes to us by way of the US Marines. He was stationed at Camp Pendleton
and was deployed for two tours of duty in
Iraq totaling 16 months. Ryan spent most
of his time stationed on the Syrian border
near Falusia, not anyone’s definition of a
resort destination. Ryan was trained as an
artillery man, machine gunner and MP
where his duty was to train Iraqi National
Guard, Desert Border Patrol Troops and
Iraqi Custom Police Officers. Ryan we
here at WCW want to salute your dedication and service to our country and are
happy to see you returned home safely to
your family. Welcome Home and welcome to WCW. Semper Fi.
Ken

2013 Gun Bills in Olympia
Listed below are the recent Gun Control
Bills proposed by the elected representatives
HB 1588 Jamie Pederson (D-32) Crimi-

HB 1676 Ruth Kagi (D-32) Criminalize
Storage of firearms.
HB 1703 Laurie Sinkins (D-27) Levy outrageous taxes on all firearms and ammunition sales. Create a bureaucracy known as
firearm safety education program
HB 5737 Ed Murray (D-43) Jeanne KohlWells (D-36) Ban on commonly owned
firearms known as assault weapons and
magazines that hold more than ten rounds.
It would also allow home inspections by
law enforcement officials.
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Pistol Marksmanship and
Competition Seminar
The 1st Saturday of each month
we have a pistol training session
for Bullseye and International
Standard Pistol. Learn what
competition is all about and get
a lot of practice on timed and
rapid fire. Need to bring, at a
minimum:
A. .22LR semi-automatic
standard pistol (5” barrel).
B. 300-400 rounds of .22
Standard Velocity LR
C. $10 fee
Starts at 9:00AM on Range #3

Shotgun hours of operation

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat
Sun

Closed except Holidays
5:00 to 9:00 pm
Noon to 5:00 pm
5:00 to 9:00 pm
Closed except Holidays
10:00 am to 5:00 pm
10:00 am to 5:00 pm

1st Mon Members Only 5-9pm
3th Mon Members Only 5-9pm
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The NRA and the WCW
Our club is an NRA recruiter, and we
get a commission for all new members
we sign up and for all renewals processed with our recruiter ID number.
We receive $10 for every new member
and $5 for every renewal.
The club has a significant number of
NRA members and it would be a real
benefit to the club for all those members to renew using the form below, or
by using our web site direct link to the
NRA renewals….on the home page.
Besides, by renewing through the club,
you save $10. Let’s see, you save $10
and the club gets another $5….what
a good deal.
Then there are a great many WCW
members who are not yet NRA members. The club would receive $10 of the

$25 special dues for every member who
would join through the club. You
would be doing your part on a national
level to protect your gun and hunting
rights. You save $10 and the club gets
another $10….a really good deal.
Sign up your wife or husband or friends
on an Associate membership for $10
(no magazine) and the club gets a $5
commission. Don’t want to get the full
membership, sign up for an Associate
membership for yourself.
We have been getting an extra $1,000 a
year without much effort just from the
few who sign up….we could get a great
deal more and you would be doing
yourself a favor. The benefits which
come with an NRA membership are
significant. You get $1,000 unscheduled firearm insurance and $10,000/
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$5,000 accidental life insurance. And
you would be adding to the strength of
the NRA, which has passed the 4 million
member mark. There is strength in numbers and the number of NRA numbers
should be much higher. Let’s all pull
together and give them the support they
need.
As an aside, the NRA provides the lesson plans and manuals for all our safety
classes…..and direct dollar grants for
some of our projects.
Just remember, use the form below, or
use our web site direct link. Write your
check to the NRA or use your credit card
for easy processing.
SAVE MONEY and
HELP THE CLUB.

New or Renewal Special Rates for NRA Membership $25.00
By special arrangement, the NRA is allowing us to sign-up members for $10 OFF their regular 1 year dues. You MUST make your
check out to the NRA or you will be charged sales tax. Mail it to the club, drop it off at the Range Office or mail it directly to:
National Rifle Association, Recruiter Program Department, 11250 Waples Mill Road, Fairfax, VA 22030-7400

